Binary n-alkane mixtures from total miscibility to phase separation in microcapsules: enrichment of shorter component in surface freezing and enhanced stability of rotator phases.
The crystallization behaviors of binary normal alkane (n-alkane) mixtures with a series of carbon number difference (denoted as Δn), both in the bulk state and in nearly monodisperse microcapsules, have been investigated by the combination of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and temperature-dependent X-ray diffraction (XRD). As revealed by the DSC data, the surface freezing temperature (denoted as T(s)) of spatially confined binary n-alkane mixtures with large Δn is lower than the calculated value due to the enrichment of shorter component in the surface freezing phase. More alkane molecules with shorter carbon chain are located on the interface between the inner shell of microcapsules and the bulk mixture, thus leading to the decrease of the average chain length of the surface freezing phase and corresponding lower T(s). Furthermore, XRD results have proved that the enhanced surface freezing phenomenon can contribute to the stabilization of the rotator phases in n-alkane mixtures and even induce the crossover of some certain rotator phase (RII) from transient to metastable. However, the decisive reason for such stabilization or crossover is attributed to the suppression of the orienting movement of alkane molecules toward their next-nearest neighbors within the layer of rotator phases.